SERVICE
MENU
Price for Labour only
Parts not included unless stated.
£5:00 extra for Hydraulic brakes

This is just a check
over for safety, no
adjustments are done. A
Bike MOT. It will tell you
if your bike is safe &
what work needs to be
done.

Safety
Check
£25

This is a basic service,
recommended for bikes
with low usage or just a
pre race service

A more comprehensive
service, recommended
for bikes in regular use.

Bronze
£45

Silver
£70

A complete strip down
and re-build.The
ultimate service.This is
essential at least once a
year for high mileage
bikes particularly if
ridden in harsh
conditions.

Gold
£110

A complete strip down and
re-build.The Premium
service.This is the Top
Service for protection &
longevity at least once a
year for high mileage bikes
particularly if ridden in
extreme weather
conditions.With the
additional extra treatments

Platinum
£150

This is a basic service,
recommended for
E-Bikes with low useage
around town

A more comprehensive
E-Bikes service,
recommended for bikes
in regular use.

E-Bike
£50

E-Bike +
£75

Individual
Jobs
Puncture repair (new tube from
£5:99 not included) from £10:00
plus parts

BRAKES
Brakes checked
Fit pads if required
Cables replaced if required
Cables & pivots lubed
Rim/brake surface cleaned
GEARS
Gears checked
Fit Chain/Cassette if required
Cables replaced if required
Cables & pivots lubed
Crank removed,& cleaned
Gears properly adjusted and indexed.
Chain/Cassette/Chainset & Mechs cleaned
WHEELS & TYRES
Tyres checked for wear & damage
Tyres inflated
Hub strip & re-grease
Hub strip. Bearings replaced & re-grease
Wheels trued
Replace Tyres
FRAME & COMPONENTS
Check all components
Frame wipe down & check
Complete clean all components
Test Ride when completed
Headset removed cleaned and re-greased
Bottom bracket removed, frame re-greased crank
cleaned and re-installed
Gear cables lubed as required then gears properly
adjusted and indexed
Gear cables stripped and outer cables trimmed and
lubed as required then gears properly adjusted and
indexed
Bike stripped down to the frame. Frame thoroughly
cleaned and inspected for damage or wear
Headset stripped out, cleaned and re-greased then
re-assembled
The full drive system is stripped including pedals,
chainset, bottom bracket, chain, cassette and both
derailleurs. All cleaned and refitted or replaced if
necessary
ADDITIONAL TREATMENTS
Full replacement of all cables(included)
Frame & Forks polished.
Saddle & Tyres cleaned.

Tyre Swap from £10:00 plus Tyre
Wheel True from £15:00 plus
Spokes per wheel

Brake Service (cable system) from
£20:00 plus parts.
Brake Service (Hub/Drum cable
system) from £25:00 plus parts.

Brake Service (Hydraulic system)
from £30:00 plus fluid per brake.
£5:50 Mineral, £5:00 DOT.

Bottom Bracket replacement from
£20:00 plus parts
Gear Service from £20:00 plus
parts

Gear trim Electronic system from
£25:00 plus parts

Tub fitting (tape) from £20:00 plus
Tape per wheel, not including
clean up. £10.00 per wheel

Tub fitting (Glue) from £30:00 plus
Glue per wheel, not including
clean up. £10.00 per wheel

Handlebar taping from £10:00 plus
Tape
Cassette/Freewheel Swap from
£10:00 plus parts

Bike Clean & re-lube from £30:00

Headset service from £20:00 plus
Parts
Wheel Building from £45:00 plus
Parts per Wheel
Hub Servicing from £15:00 plus
parts per Wheel
Bike packed into bike box from
£25:00

Bike packed into box for shipping
from £40:00 plus packing
material/box
Frame swap from £70:00 plus
Parts.

Fork servicing inhouse from £70:00
plus Parts.
Fork servicing sent out (specialist)
from £110:00 plus Parts.
E-Bike software update. from
£25:00 .

01789 414466

VELO-FIX.CO.UK

Di2, E-Tap, EPS software update.
from £35:00 .
Miscellaneous labour per Hour
from £45:00 plus parts

